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Peroxidase Enzyme Activity 
 
Background:  Peroxides are a toxic byproduct of aerobic metabolism. Peroxidase is  
An enzyme that breaks down these peroxides. It is produced by most cells in their  
peroxisomes.  For this investigation the specific reaction is as follows: 
 
Peroxide + Hydrogen Peroxide  →  Complex  →  Peroxidase + Water + Oxygen 
 
Notice that the peroxidase is present at the start and end of the reaction. Like all  
catalysts, enzymes are not consumed by the reactions.  
 
In a decomposition reaction of peroxide by peroxidase, the easiest molecule would probably be oxygen, a final product. This 
could be done by measuring the actual volume of oxygen gas produced or by using an indicator. In this experiment, an 
indicator for oxygen will be used. The compound guaiacol has a high affinity for oxygen, and in solution, it binds instantly 
with oxygen to form tetraguaiacol, which is brownish in color. The greater the amount of oxygen gas produced, the darker 
brown the solution will become.  The color change can be recorded as a change in absorbency using a colorimeter. 
 

 
 
Materials:  Turnip peroxidase  0.02% hydrogen peroxide  Guaiacol 
Distilled Water  12 test tubes   Parafilm    Timer 
Buffers   Labquest   Colorimeter    Cuvettes 
 
Baseline Activity Procedure: 
1. Read the entire procedure before beginning. Pay special attention to the requirements for mixing the contents of the 
substrate and enzyme tubes and timing the reaction.  Use a dedicated serological pipet for each solution. Precise volume 
measurements and accurate timing are crucial for rate studies. 
 
2.  Turn on the Labquest and plug in the colorimeter to cancel 1.  Set the colorimeter to the 470 nm wavelength and check 
that the Labquest is set to absorbance. 
 
3. Prepare a “blank” by combining 4mL pH 5 buffer, 2 mL 0.02% hydrogen peroxide, 1 mL and 0.2% guaiacol  in a test tube. 
Cover with parafilm and invert the test tube. 

 

Figure 1:  Turnip Peroxidase Color Chart 
 
The test tube on the far left produced the most oxygen, creating 
the most tetraguaiacol and the darkest color. 
 
The test tube on the far right produced the least amount of 
oxygen and the lightest color 
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4. Transfer the “blank” solution to a cuvette – be sure to fill the cuvette all the way.  Use a piece of kimwipe to wipe away any 
fingerprints on the cuvette. 
 
5.  Place the cuvette in the colorimeter.  Be sure that the clean side, not the ridged side, is facing the white triangle in the 
cuvette. Press the CAL button on the colorimeter to set the absorbance to zero.   
 
6.  You should only have to calibrate the colorimeter once – so DO NOT touch the CAL button again. 
 
Determining the Effect if pH on Enzymatic Activity Procedure: 
1. Using clean test tubes, make six sets of pairs of original substrate and enzyme tubes for a total of 12 tubes or 6 pairs.  
Prepare the tubes as follows and be sure to label them. 

• Substrate Tubes 
o For each substrate tube in the pair, add 

 7 mL of distilled water 
 0.3 mL of hydrogen peroxide 
 0.2 mL of guaiacol  
 for a total volume of 7.5 mL 

• Enzyme Tubes 
o For each enzyme tube in the pair, add 

 6.0 mL of a specific pH solution 
 1.5 mL peroxidase  
 for a total volume of 7.5 mL 

 
2.  Combine the substrate and enzyme tubes for all six pairs (total volume 15.0 mL), cover with paraflim and gently mix. Start 
timing the reaction as soon as the tubes have been mixed. 
 
3. After 5minutes, transfer some of each solution to a clean cuvette and add 5 drops of H2SO4 to stop the reaction. 
 
4.  Use the solution in the cuvettes to determine the absorbance values after 5 minutes. 
 
5. Repeat steps 4 and 5 after 10 minutes. 
 
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 after 15 minutes, 
 


